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Dry Wines

**Syrah** ................................. **Limited Release** 12.00g 34.99bttl
Rich, spicy layers of wild berry, ripe plum, violet and cocoa. Hints of smoky vanilla from oak barrel aging.

**Cabernet Sauvignon** ..................... 9.00g 24.99bttl
Juicy layers of black currant, black cherry, violet and cocoa, with soft oak nuances from barrel aging.

**Cabernet Franc** .......................... **Limited Release** 8.00g 21.99bttl
This wine opens with concentrated aromas of cherry and black currant, layered with vibrant spice notes of nutmeg, anise and cinnamon. With the first sip, it expresses ripe cherry anderry aromas. The long sweet finish lingers with hits of exotic spices.

**Hibside Red** ............................... 6.00g 15.99bttl
Aging in small oak barrels enhances the bouquet of strawberry and red cherry. Pairs well with light fare from antipasto to grilled flank steak.

**Unoaked Chardonnay** .................... 6.00g 15.99bttl
This chardonnay emphasizes citrus, melon, and tropical fruit character. Long cool fermentation is experienced in the cool crisp finish.

**Select Dry Mead** .......................... 7.00g 17.99bttl
This limited release honey mead wine is light, refreshing and crisp with hints of fresh honey on the finish. Is a great accompaniment to an elegant dinner date or picnic in the park with friends!

**Seyval Blanc** ............................. 7.00g 17.99bttl

**Traminette** .............................. **Limited Release** 7.00g 17.99bttl
Enjoy classic spicy aromatics with peach, apricot, floral white rose bouquet. This is a very fruit forward wine and is one of the true diamonds in our crown, this very special Mead is produced from fresh clover honey. Once referred to as “liquid gold” this wine can be served chilled or heated and spiced. Sip and enjoy!

**Honey Mead (Sweet Golden)** .......... 6.00g 15.99bttl
A true diamond in our crown, this very special Mead is produced from fresh clover honey. Once referred to as “liquid gold” this wine can be served chilled or heated and spiced. Sip and enjoy!

**Hillside Red** ............................. 6.00g 15.99bttl
This medium bodied white wine has a clean floral bouquet. Vivid overtones of ripe pear and citrus follow through to a cool crisp finish.

**Pink Reflections** ........................ 6.00g 12.99bttl
This wine has wonderful aromas of nectarine and citrus. The luscious fruit-forward intensity balances with a soft clean finish.

**Red Reflections** ........................ 6.00g 12.99bttl
Fruit forward style ruby red wine, hints of blueberry and black raspberry, Our Best Seller!

**Pink Catawba** ............................ 5.00g 9.99bttl
This famous grape of southern Ohio produces a wine with intense fruit flavor and a delicious jolt of lemon zest on the finish.

**Niagara (Sweet White)** ................. 5.00g 9.99bttl
Fresh fruit, clean finish, and distinct bouquet come through with this American varietal. Just like fresh grapes off the vine.

**Concord (Sweet Red)** ................. 5.00g 9.99bttl
Gentle treatment of this grape produces a pleasant and distinctive red wine with fresh fruit flavor and long, lingering finish.

**Blackberry** ............................... 6.00g 13.99bttl
This picnic perfect wine is luscious, rich and full of delicious Blackberries. Toss in a picnic basket and impress your date!

**Sangria** ................................. **Bottles to go** ................. 6.00g 13.99bttl
Our Family Sangria now available for you to take home! Delicious apple, orange, cinnamon and clove blended with our wine to make a

Tastings

**Individual Sample** .......................... 1.00
Either wine or beer, for a quick tasting before your purchase!

**Dry / Medium Wine Sample Tray** .................. 10.00
9 Samples of dry to medium wines including red, white and rosé.

**Medium / Sweet Wine Sample Tray** ............. 10.00
9 Samples of medium to sweet wines including red, white and rosé.

**Beer Sample Tray** .......................... 10.00
10 Samples of our beers, includes everything on tap!

**Sample Vip Flight** .......................... 15.00
Ask us about your options!

Medium Wines

**Vidal Blanc** ............................. 6.00g 12.99bttl
This cool fermented Germanic style wine retains lots of fresh fruit flavor with naturally retained sugar. Aromas of pear, apple, and melon are balanced by crisp acidity.

**White Reflections** ...................... 6.00g 12.99bttl
This medium bodied white wine has a clean floral bouquet. Vivid overtones of ripe pear and citrus follow through to a cool crisp finish.

**Pink Reflections** ........................ 6.00g 12.99bttl
This wine has wonderful aromas of nectarine and citrus. The luscious fruit-forward intensity balances with a soft clean finish.

**Red Reflections** ........................ 6.00g 12.99bttl
Fruit forward style ruby red wine, hints of blueberry and black raspberry, Our Best Seller!

Specialty Wines

**Ice Wine of Vidal Blanc** ............... 17.00g 32.99bttl
A late harvest wine made from grapes that were frozen on the vine, concentrating the sugar, acid and the flavor of the grape.

**Honey Mead (Sweet Golden)** .......... 6.00g 15.99bttl
A true diamond in our crown, this very special Mead is produced from fresh clover honey. Once referred to as “liquid gold” this wine can be served chilled or heated and spiced. Sip and enjoy!

**Bourbon Barrel Aged Mead** ......... 9.00g 24.99bttl
This limited release Honey Mead Wine is aged in Bourbon barrels for several months which softens the mead, infusing it with warm hints of bourbon and spice, creating a delicious treat.

Sweet Wines

**Niagara (Sweet White)** ................. 5.00g 9.99bttl
Fresh fruit, clean finish, and distinct bouquet come through with this American varietal. Just like fresh grapes off the vine.

**Concord (Sweet Red)** ................. 5.00g 9.99bttl
Gentle treatment of this grape produces a pleasant and distinctive red wine with fresh fruit flavor and long, lingering finish.

**Pink Catawba** ............................ 5.00g 9.99bttl
This famous grape of southern Ohio produces a wine with intense fruit flavor and a delicious jolt of lemon zest on the finish.

**Champagne** ............................. 6.00g 15.99bttl
Our Champagne is kept sweet, with medium acidity, with an intense fruit bouquet. Perfect for Mimosas!

**Raspberry** ............................... 6.00g 13.99bttl
Enjoy the fruits of the harvest throughout the year with this picnic perfect wine. Chill, add fresh raspberries & enjoy!

**Blackberry** ............................... 6.00g 13.99bttl
This picnic perfect wine is luscious, rich and full of delicious Blackberries. Toss in a picnic basket and impress your date!

**Sangria** ................................. **Bottles to go** ................. 6.00g 13.99bttl
Our Family Sangria now available for you to take home! Delicious apple, orange, cinnamon and clove blended with our wine to make a

Non Alcoholic

**Sparkling Pink Catawba** .............. 2.00g 5.99bttl

Cellar Dweller Craft Beers

**Cellar Blues (Blonde Ale)** .............. 6.00p 11.99 GF
OG=1.046 FG=1.007 IBU=10.9 SRM=3.4 ABV 4.7%

**Ditz ((Session IPA))** .................... 6.00p 15.99 GF
OG=1.045 FG=1.010 IBU=43 SRM=3.0 ABV 4.5%

**Corporal Khaos (APA)** .................. 6.00p 15.99 GF
OG=1.050 FG=1.010 IBU=37 SRM=6.7 ABV 5.25%

**GCCBSX2 Chocolate Barled aged Sweet Imperial** .... 6.00 8oz
OG=1.105 FG=1.020 IBU=55 SRM=65 ABV 11.16%

**Uncle Ronnie (APA)** .................... 6.00p 15.99 GF
OG=1.058 FG=1.012 IBU=36.0 SRM=7.0 ABV 6.5%

**Jeremiah’s (IPA)** ....................... 6.00p 15.99 GF
OG=1.055 FG=1.008 IBU=60.0 SRM=6.1 ABV 6.1%

**Bock (Heller Bock)** .................... 6.00p 15.99 GF
OG=1.065FG=1.015SRM=35 ABV 7.6%

**Coconut BRNIGRL (Brown Ale)** .... 6.00p 15.99 GF
IBU=30.0 SRM=35 ABV 6.6%

**Hopewell’s (Oatmeal Milk Stout)** ........ 6.00p 19.99 GF
OG=1.077 FG=1.010 IBU=29.0 SRM=38.1 ABV 8.5%

**Eye Opener (Hazelnut Coffee Stout)** .... 6.00p 19.99 GF
OG=1.665 FG=1.015 IBU=24 SRM=35 ABV 6%

**5.00 Charge for Growler**
To Go Only: Growlers & 6 Packs & Bottles